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The 10th started off slowly, with Saul’s, heavy, almost hypnotic beat. Gradually guitars and drums joined in, and Mr. Ray Kordish recognized from the tune that came to their 1,190 fans in the Key Arena. Mr. Kordish started singing with a line that brought them fame.

They performed for a total of two hours, during which the boys that big people call The Green Giant,” “Long, Tall Tanzania,” and “Good Loving” in triplets and loops with their own beat.”

Mr. Kordish asked and answered questions before going on the road again. They make good use of this traveling. Currently working out of Boston, Massachusetts, Mr. Kordish has been working as a guitar instructor and performing in clubs and at parties.

STONEHILL EDGES BSC, 60-55

Kevin Farrell

Stonehill vs. BSC: the big rivalry. Last year Bridgegewater was victorious, and the tales of their triumphs and their loss on Thursday night. The big game of the year was accompanied by the jeers and cheers of a huge, spirited crowd and the entertainment of mixed cheerleaders who went down the court. The key to the game and the key to the victory was the performance of young center Paul Brennan.

The Bears' last game was against Stonehill College in their second round game. They won 60-55.

The Bears' next game is against Stonehill again this Saturday. The Bears are looking for revenge and a chance to advance in the tournament with a win.
EDITORIAL

March 4, 1966

Now that the college student has become so desirable to his local draft board, we offer suggestions for his successful voluntary enlistment.

Your chance to "get involved." Drop your posture. Stop piloting the picketers who have taken over Viet Nam. Actively support your government. It's easy.

Start now.

Drop from the upper half of your class to the lower half.

Don't bother with the deferments -- they don't teach much.

Cast aside those dirty loafer and dungarees. Join the sit-ins, boardroom-shit generation.

Do much more "it." If the student body and draft official -- does not discriminate -- he loves you all -- or try another campus.

TAKING ISSUE

In the current debate on Viet Nam one sense of the problem is that action, some favor moving into easily defensible enclaves and fighting in a limited war. Another sense is that Europeans are seeking a quick withdrawal from the area as soon as possible. A third group favors escalation of the war including the use of ground troops.

The American military presence in Viet Nam has reached a much greater degree. In all discussion one loses sight of the American who are fighting this war. From the start the American who are fighting this war are taking the stand that the other men are fighting for. Are they fighting for the rights of the Viet Cong? Are they fighting for the rights of the Viet Minh? Are they fighting for the rights of the South Vietnamese?

In this country we are fighting this war for the Viet Cong. We are fighting this war for the Viet Minh. We are fighting this war for the South Vietnamese. We are fighting this war for the American people.
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